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ABSTRACT

The introduction of a phase/frequency-locked loop (PFLL) technique made the task of
transmitting information with a high degree of accuracy less cumbersome. The PFLL
became possible after a high precision, continuous type phase/frequency-to-voltage
converter/demodulator (PFVCD) was developed. It performance at a wide frequency
band (DC-80 KHz), dynamic range up to 120 dB, and precision pulse width
discrimination has made possible to build fast hopping PFLL based coherent time-
multiplex PM-PM system with only few tenths of a degree of radians spacing between
channels. A parallel type decoder was built to demodulate and separate individual
channels. It employed the PFVCD which n-shape (ideal) bandpass characteristic and high
level linearity eliminates crosstalk and minimizes distortion of an original signal.

INTRODUCTION

Telemetry has been a vital part of solving multitask problems related to control,
measurement and command of a remote object. Numerous data from different sensors
must be sent reliably and with a high precision below a tenth of the percent. These
requirements have created a demand for a source that has the combined frequency
precision, signal controllability, and spectral purity. Frequency synthesizers exploited the
PLL principal gained a frequency precision and a signal controllability, but certain key
specifications such as fast frequency hopping and good close-in phase noise have
defrauded their potential. Until today phase and frequency modulation inside the PLL was
an impossible task [1]. The PLL method is also applies in: decoding of time-multiplexed
channels [2], demodulation of FM signals [3], improving laser probe resolution [4], ect.
Regardless of an application, the PLL’s inherited problems, with an extra high level of the
phase noise, will degrade a system performance. The Figure 1 shows an example of short
term frequency instability (phase noise) of three types of generators: one chip SN74324
based oscillator, Wavetek model 22 stabilized generator - the PLL based, and B&K
Precision 3020. The level of phase noise, as was thought, was highest for the most
accurate of these three generators - model 22. The major contribution to the level of the



phase noise is imposed by a “traditional” phase detector - one of the major elements of
the Phase-Locked Loop (PLL).

This article discusses a new type of phase detector and its applications in demodulation
of FM signals and as a part of loop to perform PM-PM time-multiplexing. It also
discusses limitations of the “traditional” phase detector which could help to understand
the phase/frequency-to-voltage converter/demodulator (PFVCD)’s technique. A detailed
analysis of the phase detector and the PLL design have been described and can be found
in [5-8].

“TRADITIONAL” PHASE DETECTOR.

A simplistic equivalent circuit of the “traditional” phase detector is shown in the Figure 2
and its signal relationship in the Figure 3. During the period of frequency acquisition, one
of the switches is closed for a length of time, which is defined by the time difference
between the leading edges of the reference and the reference and the divided-by-N VCO
signal. In the proper designed Type II loop, under normal linear operation, an output
pulse duration is very small with respect to the reference period, their ratio makes the duty
cycle very low.

It is important to note that the effort should be made to achieve the duty cycle, as small as
possible, in order to minimize a residue of the previous sample. This can be seen from the
following equation which define the maximum voltage across the charging capacitor at the
end of the pulse:

Vout(p) = Vo * exp(-t/t1) + k * Vp * (1-exp(-t/t1)) (1)
for 0 < t <= Pdur and Pdur << t1

where t1 - time constant = k * Rc * C
k = Rd/(Rd+Rc)
Vp - the pulse’s amplitude.
Pdur - the pulse’s duration
Rc - the charge resistor
Rd - the discharge resistor

The Vo represents the initial capacitor voltage due to any previous phase sample [9] and it
is equal to:

Vo = Vout(t) = Vout(p) * exp(-t/t2)      for p < t <= T (2)

where Vout(p) - maximum output voltage at the end of the pulse.
Vout (t) - output voltage at the end of the period.
t2 - time constant = Rd * C



If t/t2 (t=T) is not large then Vo (a residue of the previous error sample) becomes
significant contributor to the new Vout(p) and it can not be ignored. This error increases
frequency and amplitude distortion and decreases the dynamic range of the system. Duty
cycle, for example, can be lowered by increasing a divide-by-N ratio.

From the other side if the t/t2 is large then an averaging output power is very small. This
creates difficulty in obtaining a good SNR. The bandwidth needed is inversely
proportional to the duty cycle so that the mean square noise power is inversely
proportional to the duty cycle. Narrowing the bandwidth reduces the phase detector’s
noise, it also weakens noise improvement properties of the loop. The tradeoff of a low
loop bandwidth looses the stability provided by a wide band loop. Narrow-band loops
are also more susceptible to noise and jitter, which are caused by external sources such as
powerlines and vibrations. If the PLL bandwidth is reduced to an exceptionally low value
e.g. , 5 Hz) then the other characteristics of the PLL will be adversely affected. The PLL
may, for example, begin to amplify, rather than attenuate, the jitter at certain jitter
frequency [10]. A narrow loop bandwidth has been a problem at low modulation rates
and high FM deviation. In existing PLL design systems DC FM is impossible, since it
requires an infinite modulation index.

THE PHASE/FREQUENCY-to-VOLTAGE CONVERTER/DEMODULATOR or
n-Shape (Ideal) Bandpass Filter

The limitations of a “traditional” phase detector - deviation range, narrow bandwidth and
low SNR ran be overcome with the PFVCD which scheme is shown in the Figure 4. In
contrast to the “traditional” sampling phase detector, the PFVCD is a continuous type
phase detector. It consists of two major blocks: a Pulse Width Discriminator/Modulator
(PWDM) and a Pulse Width Demodulator/Integrator (PWDI). The PFVCD employs a
true 0-order sample/hold device which will measure the phase error in only one sample
period.

The PWDM was developed as a by-product of the recently invented unique circuit [11]
for precise pulse-width discrimination. It works by comparing the duration of an input
pulse width to an internal time interval developed by a precision oscillator in combination
with a counter [12, 13]. The PWDM selectively passes AC signals of a specified
frequency. Its performance can be described as an n-shaped (ideal) bandpass filter
because it passes all frequencies from F-low to F-high and attenuate unwanted AC signals
falls off above and below cutoff frequencies (F-high and F-low) with an infinite slope.
The borders are digitally controlled and are easy to set [14]. The PWDM’s output ran be
described as:



PWMD out = 0 for Pw.in - Tmin <= 0
PWMD out = Pw.in - Tmin for 0 < Pw.in - Tmin < Tmax
PWMD out = Thmx for Pw.in - Tmin >= Tmax

where PWDM out - PWDM’s output pulse duration
Pw.in - input pulse duration
Tmin - minimum discriminated pulse duration range
Tmax - maximum discriminated pulse duration range

The maximum discriminated pulse width duration is equel:

Tmax = Tmin + Ttol (3)

where Ttol - tolerance (bandwidth)

The PWDM produces a pulse signal with a width proportional to the excess time duration
of an input pulse width over the minimum duration. In this case the information is
encoded into the width of the PWDM output pulse, with the pulse amplitude held
constant. The PWDM performs three functions: (1) discriminates input pulses by their
duration and, if the duration of an input signal falls within a predetermined interval, (2)
converts it into an output pulse with the duration, varying from 0 (zero) to C (some
constant), and (3) generates sync pulses to control the PWDI [15].

The PWDI integrates each pulse and the maximum value of it is sampled, held, and low-
pass filtered. It effectively converts the PWDM’s output pulse into a continuous smooth
time waveform in direct proportion to the input pulse durations. The PWDM’s output
pulse is applied on a current regulator throughout a fast switching diod. The diod (D)
prevents the discharge of the capacitor C1 through the source. The current regulator
linearized the charging curve. The discharging circuit zeroes the Vo (previous error
sample). At the end of an input pulse width, as shown on time diagram, Figure 5, a
voltage on capacitor C1 reaches the peak Vt and it will stay at that level until the discharge
circuit turns “on”. The S/H amplifier samples the peak voltage after the end of a pulse and
holds it until the next sample. Due to the high impedance and the short discharging time
the total error (noise) is insignificantly small at the C1. At the time when sampling process
is completed the discharge curcuit discharges the capacitor C1 to make it ready for the
next cycle. The maximum amplitude of output voltage is the current, multiplied by the time
(duration) divided by the capacitance:

Vout = Pwidth * Ic/C (4)



The current source delivers constant charging current Ic and makes variation of the
current (and Vout) from i-1 to i pulse quite small. Another advantage, of using a current
source, is that it practically eliminates an effect of variation (unstability) of power supply
on the charging process. All the above makes a pulse width-to-voltage converging highly
accurate at a wide range of input pulse width, very efficient, with a very small influence of
the duty cycle, high SNR, wide dynamic range and bandwidth. The high level linearity of
this type of converging can be seen on Volt-Frequency characteristic of the PFVCD,
Figure 6. The setting of sensitivity (dV/dF) is very easy to acquire because it is
proportional only to the time constant.

The PFVCD discriminates input signal by its duration and if the duration falls within a
predetermined interval, converts it into an output DC voltage. This ran be presented as
follows:

Vout = 0 for Pw.in =< Tint
0 < Vout < C for Tint < Pw.in <   T1

Vout = C for Pw.in >= T1

where Vout - the PFVCD output DC voltage
Pw.in - input pulse duration
C - some constant
Tint - internal time interval
T1 - Tint + tolerance (bandwidth)

The PFVCD has shown a unique performance at the IF frequency (455 KHz), with a
resolution of 639 fS, at a wide bandadth (DC-80 KHz) and with linearity greater than
.0001% in a 50 KHz frequency band. This allows to design systems which are capable to
perform all common modulation and demodulation functions (FM, FSK, PSK, PWM,
tone-burst, delta-modulation, etc.) [12, 13].

16-CHANNEL TIME-MULTIPLEX PM-PM MODULATOR.

The block diagram of the FPLL based PM-PM channelled modulator is shown in
Figure 7. It includes the PFVCD, an error-amplifier (EA), a voltage-controlled oscillator
(VGO), a frequency divider (FD), a D/A converter, and an analog multiplexer. The basic
principal of operating can be briefly explained as follows. The D/A acts as a reference
source and forms the foundation of this type of synthesizer because output frequency is
directly controlled by the reference voltage. The PFVCD monitors the output frequency
(duration) and converts it into a level equal to the reference voltage. A variation in the
output frequency, causes the feedback voltage (the PFVCD output) to change a value
which is either greater or less than the reference voltage. This voltage difference is an error



voltage which directs the VCO to make the appropriate response and thus corrects the
output frequency change. The EA integrates PFVCD output voltage, for comparison with
the reference. It also provides gain of the detected error [15]. Sixteen input channels
through the analog multiplexer are applied onto a summer network (R1 and R2) to
perform a phase modulation of a corresponded channel. Each channel is sampled at a
1,000 Hz rate, so the period of each channel is 1/(1000 * 16) = 6.025 mmS.

The bandwidth (phase shift) of each channel is fixed. This gives ability to to create any
type of hopping pattern or to transmit any single channel or any combination of channels,
simply, by applying an appropriate information on the data bus. The time diagram in
Figure 8 shows that the system was set to transmit only 8-channels and it is hopping at the
speed of 12.5 mS per channel (.1 second/8 channels). The carrier was modulated by a
sine wave signal. The system’s response has remained well controlled and there is no
indication of any irregularity during these transitions.

16-CHANNEL PARALLEL DEMODULATOR.

The pulse width discrimination principal described above has allowed to demodulate time-
multiplex, phase-shifted signal simply and precisely. A block diagram of the parallel
decoder is depicted in Figure 9. An input signal is pre-filtered (within a total frequency
band) and converted into square waveform signal, which is applied to the PFVCD. As
was described above, each PFVCD performs two functions: discriminates input
frequencies (durations) and demodulates a train of pulses into an original signal. The S/H
amplifier will “remember” the result until the other sample arrives.

A choice of a bandwidth (pulse width deviation) for an individual channel depends on
resolution and required SNR. For example, it is required to transmit an information at
8-bit resolution (256 times) and at least 10 dB SNR (approximately in 3 times). The
PFVCD’s noise level is equal to .6 pS [16]. This makes 1.8 pS deviation per bit to obtain
10 dB in SNR or 1.8 * 256 = 460.8 pS deviation per channel. Thirty nine point two
picoseconds between channels (quiet zone) will reliably separate the channels. This made
in total of 500 pS per channel or for all 16 channels of only 5 nS. In term of frequencies,
the result has to be double because the deviations were calculated for one half of the full
cycle.

CONCLUSION.

The system described in this article produces coherent phase-shift channels. It was shown
that there is a 3 dB design advantage for ideal coherent phase-shift key (PSK) over ideal
coherent frequency-shift key (FSK), with about the same equipment requirements [17].
Further more, the described system is free of crosstalk, requires less bandwidth then FM,



and interfaceable to CPU. Applications for the PFVCD is endless; FM frequency
synthesizer, F-to-V, telemetry, communication, ECM, ECCM and ect. With today’s
technology the PFVCD ran be implemented in a single IC chip.
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Figure 1 .
A result of a test on the stability of two commercially available sweep generators (Wavetek
Model 22 Stabilized Sweep Generator and B&K Precision 3020 Sweep/Function Generator) and
an SN74324 based VCO oscillator built on a breadboard.







Figure 6 - Volt-frequency characteristic of the PFVDC.






